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Practices of Traditionalization in Central Asia focuses on
how tradition is �everyday-ified� in contemporary Central
Asia, including Tatarstan and Tibet, and what people seek

to achieve in its name. The case studies range from political
demonstrations and industrial workers� gatherings to

institutions of religious education, minority communities,
weddings, and the Internet.

In this volume we regard tradition as a practice that needs to
be explored in its institutional and interactional context at a
particular time, rather than as a reliable guide to the past:

tradition can only be judged from the present; it is an
interpretative concept, not a descriptive one. While the
scholarly debate has so far centered on what tradition
entails and what it does not, including the question of

invention and ownership, less attention has been devoted to
investigating how tradition is enacted, enforced, or

motivated � in short, how it �gets done.� In Central Asia,
practices of traditionalization are closely related to the

transformation of the socialist order and the emergence of
highly stratified societies. This volume asks: When does
tradition emerge as a line of argumentation, who are the

actors invoking it and how is it being (materially)
manifested?
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will be of great interest to scholars of Central Asia,

Anthropology, History, Political Science, and Sociology. The
chapters were originally published as a special issue of

Central Asian Survey.

Über den Autor und weitere Mitwirkende
Judith Beyer specializes in political and legal anthropology.

She conducts long-term ethnographic fieldwork in Central
Asia (Kyrgyzstan) and Southeast Asia (Myanmar) and

increasingly in Europe. Her research focuses on the
anthropology of law, the anthropology of the state, and

theories of sociality and social order. Her current thematic
interests are: the concept of community, common sense,

statelessness, existential anthropology and
ethnomethodology. She is the author of "The force of

custom. Law and the ordering of everyday life in Kyrgyzstan"
(2016) and co-editor of "Ethnographies of the state in

Central Asia. Performing politics" (together with Madeleine
Reeves and Johan Rasanayagam; 2014). Her second
monograph problematizes the category of 'community,'
drawing on case studies among Muslims and Hindus in

urban Myanmar.

Peter Finke specializes in economic anthropology, political
economy and post-socialist transformations. He has worked
on pastoral nomadism, identity, cognitive anthropology, and
norms and ideologies in Mongolia and Central Asia where
he carried out extensive field research. He is the author of

two books: "Variations on Uzbek Identity: Strategic Choices,
Cognitive Schemas and Political Constraints in Identification

Processes" (2014) and "Nomaden im
Transformationsprozess. Kasachen in der post-

sozialistischen Mongolei" (2004).
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